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"The COVID-19 pandemic and containment responses have exacerbated existing social, economic, gender,
ethnic and health inequities."

World Health Organisation

“



Last time...
Previously, we looked at modelling the transmission of COVID-19 in Victoria. We considered:

 The 7-day growth rate,

 The effective transmission number (  ),

 The SIR model, and .

As a reminder:

 7-day growth rate ($r$) = the exponential growth rate over 7 days,

  = the average number of infections by a single infectious individual in a fully susceptible
population,

  = the average number of infections by a single infectious individual in an actual population that
may not be fully susceptible.

The growth rate is linked to  using the generation time distribution, which is the time from the symptom
onset of Person A to Person B.
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Last time...
We saw that it took some 40 days for infections to 'peak' after the tight restrictions came in.

One of the key features of the Victorian 'second wave' was that the virus was spreading amongst essential
workers, and places like aged care facilities.
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This time
Today, we're going to implement a dynamic transmission model, and �t it to some real world COVID-19 data,
to try and understand how much interventions might have impacted the transmission rate.
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COVID-19 Case Data
Different countries all around the world had very different types of responses to COVID.

Last time, we focussed on what Victoria did. Today, it's time to look abroad.
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COVID-19 Case Data
Last time, we got our data directly from a government source. This is a generally reliable way to get clean
data that at least agrees with a reported truth (usually).

One thing I have learnt over the pandemic is that governments have not been good at handling data. COVID-
19 has produced health data at a very unusual scale (my entire PhD was on 300 patients!), and it has
produced a number of very challenging data situations.
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COVID-19 Case Data
Some examples:

 Excel: Why using Microsoft's tool caused Covid-19 results to be lost
The XLS �le format had maxxed out it's number of rows, meaning new positive test results didn't enter
the 'database'

 Rapid Antigen Tests weren't mandatory to report when they came out
So on the �rst day you could report them, the system had some teething pains.

 Victorian Contact Tracing Data potentially used by data mining platform
In a bid to do anything with the wealth of data the health department was collecting, they engaged some
questionable actors.

This is really just the tip of the iceberg. There are all sorts of different reporting styles, formats, and qualities.
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https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-54423988
https://7news.com.au/sunrise/on-the-show/nsw-reports-82000-covid-19-cases-as-rapid-test-reporting-system-goes-live-c-5287271
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COVID-19 Case Data
Early on, one website started compiling global reports into a standardised, functional form. The John
Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource Centre.

Although they stopped collecting data in March this year, it remains one of the most used sources of
historical COVID-19 data.

I quite like this quote:

"After three years of 24-7 operations, the CRC is ceasing its data collection efforts due to an increasing
number of U.S. states slowing their reporting cadences. In addition, the federal government has improved its
pandemic data tracking enough to warrant the CRC's exit. From the start, this effort should have been
provided by the U.S. government."

John Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource Centre

“
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https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html


COVID-19 Case Data
The JHU CRC have preserved their daily collected data on GitHub, so we can still get the historical
information we need for looking at the effect of lockdowns.

jhu_covid_data <- readr::read_csv("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19/ma
head(jhu_covid_data)

## # A tibble: 6 × 1,147
##   `Province/State` `Country/Region`   Lat  Long `1/22/20` `1/23/20` `1/24/20`
##   <chr>            <chr>            <dbl> <dbl>     <dbl>     <dbl>     <dbl>
## 1 <NA>             Afghanistan       33.9 67.7          0         0         0
## 2 <NA>             Albania           41.2 20.2          0         0         0
## 3 <NA>             Algeria           28.0  1.66         0         0         0
## 4 <NA>             Andorra           42.5  1.52         0         0         0
## 5 <NA>             Angola           -11.2 17.9          0         0         0
## 6 <NA>             Antarctica       -71.9 23.3          0         0         0
## # ℹ 1,140 more variables: `1/25/20` <dbl>, `1/26/20` <dbl>, `1/27/20` <dbl>,
## #   `1/28/20` <dbl>, `1/29/20` <dbl>, `1/30/20` <dbl>, `1/31/20` <dbl>,
## # `2/1/20` <dbl> `2/2/20` <dbl> `2/3/20` <dbl> `2/4/20` <dbl>
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https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19


What do you notice about the data format? Answers4

wide format data

Dates are with back ticks

It's in a wide format - only six rows
but with 1147 columns

weird
as va

Go to www.menti.com/al6eb6zuktjs
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COVID-19 Case Data

Do not fear, tidyr and dplyr are here!

thailand_data <- jhu_covid_data |>
  filter(`Country/Region` == "Thailand") |>
  select(-`Province/State`, -Lat, -Long) |>
  tidyr::pivot_longer(
    cols = !`Country/Region`,
    names_to = "Date",
    values_to = "Cases"
  )

Why do we need the backticks around some column names?
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COVID-19 Case Data

Do not fear, tidyr and dplyr are here!

thailand_data <- jhu_covid_data |>
  filter(`Country/Region` == "Thailand") |>
  select(-`Province/State`, -Lat, -Long) |>
  tidyr::pivot_longer(
    cols = !`Country/Region`,
    names_to = "Date",
    values_to = "Cases"
  ) |>
  mutate(
    incidence = c(NA, diff(Cases))
  )

This is somewhat advanced R evaluation (technically 'non-standard evaluation') and it's well beyond the
scope of this course to understand how it works, but we are saying:

 Pivot our data from wide to long

 Use every column except Country/Region

 Rename the long variable to Date 13/51



thailand_data

## # A tibble: 1,143 × 4
##    `Country/Region` Date    Cases 
##    <chr>            <chr>   <dbl>  
##  1 Thailand         1/22/20     4  
##  2 Thailand         1/23/20     4  
##  3 Thailand         1/24/20     5  
##  4 Thailand         1/25/20     6  
##  5 Thailand         1/26/20     8  
##  6 Thailand         1/27/20     8  
##  7 Thailand         1/28/20    14  
##  8 Thailand         1/29/20    14  
##  9 Thailand         1/30/20    14  
## 10 Thailand         1/31/20    19  
## # ℹ 1,133 more rows

COVID-19 Case Data

What do you notice about the data format? Answers4

wide format data

Dates are with back ticks

It's in a wide format - only six rows
but with 1147 columns

weir
as v

Go to www.menti.com/al6eb6zuktjs
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COVID-19 Case Data

thai_first_wave <- thailand_data |>
  mutate(
    Cases = c(NA, diff(Cases))
  ) |>
  janitor::clean_names()

head(thai_first_wave)

## # A tibble: 6 × 4
##   country_region date    cases incidence
##   <chr>          <chr>   <dbl>     <dbl>
## 1 Thailand       1/22/20    NA        NA
## 2 Thailand       1/23/20     0         0
## 3 Thailand       1/24/20     1         1
## 4 Thailand       1/25/20     1         1
## 5 Thailand       1/26/20     2         2
## 6 Thailand       1/27/20     0         0
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COVID-19 Case Data
Let's start with just the 'uncontrolled period'. That's from March 7 to March 26.

date_interval <- lubridate::interval(
  ymd("2020-03-07"), ymd("2020-03-26")
)
thai_first_wave <- thai_first_wave |>
  mutate(date = lubridate::mdy(date)) |>
  filter(date %within% date_interval)

tail(thai_first_wave)

## # A tibble: 6 × 4
##   country_region date       cases incidence
##   <chr>          <date>     <dbl>     <dbl>
## 1 Thailand       2020-03-21    89        89
## 2 Thailand       2020-03-22   188       188
## 3 Thailand       2020-03-23   122       122
## 4 Thailand       2020-03-24   106       106
## 5 Thailand       2020-03-25   107       107
## 6 Thailand       2020-03-26   111       111
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Remember from last time we looked at the SIR
model:

Let's extend that slightly to the SEIR model:

Fitting infectious diseases models

The E here is 'exposed': individuals who are infected but not infectious.

Many an infectious disease has this sort of state, and the time delay it adds is important to accurate �tting.

dS
dt
dI
dt
dR
dt

= −βSI

= βSI − γI

= γI

dS
dt
dE
dt
dI
dt
dR
dt

= −βSI

= βSI − σE

= σE − γI

= γI
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ODEs in R

We solve these differential equations numerically using the ode package. This package is a bit of an older
one, and so the code has to be structured quite differently.

solve_times <- seq(int_start(date_interval), int_end(date_interval), by = "1 day")

parameters <- c(
  "beta" = 2 / 3,
  "sigma" = 1 / 5,
  "gamma" = 1 / 6 # Gives an R0 (beta/gamma) of 4
)

N <- 6.67e7 # Population of Thailand
initial_infected <- 20
initial_state <- c("S" = N - initial_infected, "E" = 0, "I" = initial_infected, "R" = 0, "incide
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ODEs in R

The ode function has to take three speci�c arguments: time, state and parameters (in that order):

library(deSolve)
COVID_uncontrolled <- function(t, state, parameters) {
  with(as.list(c(state, parameters)), { # Let's us refer to named objects without square bracket

    N <- S + E + I + R # Total population size, which shouldn't change.

    dSdt <- -beta * S * I / N
    dEdt <- beta * S * I / N - sigma * E
    dIdt <- sigma * E - gamma * I
    dRdt <- gamma * I
    dIncidencedt <- sigma * E

    return(list(
      c(dSdt, dEdt, dIdt, dRdt, dIncidencedt) # The order is critical! It has to be the same ord
    ))
  })
}
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ODEs in R
We can run this model for our initial guess of parameters

out_init <- ode(
  y = initial_state,
  times = as.numeric(difftime(solve_times, solve_times[1], units = "days")),
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  parms = parameters
)

out_init

##    time        S     E     I      R incidence
## 1     0 66699980   0.0  20.0   0.00      0.00
## 2     1 66699967  11.3  18.1   3.14      1.19
## 3     2 66699955  20.2  18.2   6.14      4.37
## 4     3 66699943  28.0  19.9   9.30      9.20
## 5     4 66699929  35.8  22.7  12.83     15.57
## 6     5 66699912  44.2  26.6  16.93     23.55
## 7     6 66699893  53.7  31.6  21.76     33.32
## 8     7 66699870  64.9  37.6  27.51     45.15
## 9     8 66699842  78.1  45.0  34.38     59.41
## 10 9 66699810 93 9 54 0 42 61 76 57
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ODEs in R
Let's also write a function to tidy up this output.

tidy_model <- function(ode_output, start_date) {
  as_tibble(ode_output) |>
    mutate(
      date = as.Date(start_date + days(time)),
      daily_incidence = c(0, diff(incidence))
    )
}

tidy_output <- tidy_model(out_init, int_start(date_interval))
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ODEs in R
ggplot() +
  geom_col(
    aes(x = date, y = cases),
    width = 1, fill = "skyblue", colour = "blue",
    data = thai_first_wave
  ) +
  geom_point(
    aes(x = date, y = daily_incidence),
    data = tidy_output
  )
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The "distance" between model and data

What do you notice about the data format? Answers4

wide format data

Dates are with back ticks

It's in a wide format - only six rows
but with 1147 columns

weird
as va

Go to www.menti.com/al6eb6zuktjs
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The "distance" between model and data
Let's start with 'sum of squares' distance, sometimes called the 'cartesian' distance.

It is de�ned as

The further apart  and  are, the bigger this number will be, so we seek to minimise the distance.

For our initial guess,

sum((thai_first_wave$cases - tidy_output$daily_incidence)^2)

## [1] 27886

If we minimise this distance, we can argue we have found the "best" parameters for our model.

d( , ) = ( − .x⃗ y⃗ ∑
i

xi yi)2

x⃗ y⃗ 

Can you think of any issues with sum of squares distance?
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Optimisation algorithms

(It's a tangent)



Optimisation algorithms
There's an enormous array of algorithms for �nding local minima and maxima. Popular ones include:

 Gradient descent

 Newton's method

 L-BFGS-B

 Nelder-Mead

We're not going to cover in any detail what any of these algorithms do.

However, except for L-BFGS-B, all rely on the parameters we're searching for to have in�nite support.

That means de�ned on .x ∈ (0, ∞)

Do our parameters have in�nite support?
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Optimisation algorithms
Our parameters are only de�ned to be , so we must transform them to meet the assumptions of the
optimiser.

Common transforms include:

 Square (or other power)

 Box-Cox (a favourite for time series)

 logit

 log

Since our parameters have to be strictly greater than zero, we will use the log transform:

> 0
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Optimisation algorithms

R provides us the function optim, which can do optimisation for us, to �nd a local minimum. But, we need to
transform our parameters for it.

ssq_distance <- function(transformed_parameters, data, state, times, func, other_parameters) {
  # Untransform parameters:
  beta <- exp(transformed_parameters["beta"])
  gamma <- exp(transformed_parameters["gamma"])

  parameters <- c(beta, gamma, other_parameters)

  out_ssq <- ode(
    y = state,
    times = as.numeric(difftime(times, times[1], units = "days")),
    func = COVID_uncontrolled,
    parms = parameters
  ) %>%
    tidy_model(start_date = times[1])

  sum((data$cases - out_ssq$daily_incidence)^2)
}
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Optimisation algorithms
Let's check that works:

initial_transformed_parameters <- c(
  "beta" = log(2 / 3),
  "gamma" = log(1 / 6)
)

ssq_distance(
  transformed_parameters = initial_transformed_parameters,
  data = thai_first_wave,
  state = initial_state,
  times = solve_times,
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  other_parameters = parameters["sigma"]
)

## [1] 27886

Great. This is the same number we got from before!
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Optimisation in R

R provides us the optim function which performs the minimisation.

optimum <- optim(
  par = initial_transformed_parameters,
  fn = ssq_distance,
  data = thai_first_wave,
  state = initial_state,
  times = solve_times,
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  other_parameters = parameters["sigma"]
)
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'Optimal' solution
optimal_parameters <- c(exp(optimum$par), parameters["sigma"])
optimal_solution <- ode(
  y = initial_state,
  times = as.numeric(difftime(solve_times, solve_times[1], units = "days")),
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  parms = optimal_parameters
) %>%
  tidy_model(start_date = solve_times[1])

optimum_plot <- ggplot() +
  geom_col(
    aes(x = date, y = cases),
    width = 1, fill = "skyblue", colour = "blue",
    data = thai_first_wave
  ) +
  geom_point(
    aes(x = date, y = daily_incidence),
    data = optimal_solution
  )
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'Optimal' solution
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'Optimal' solution
Looks good. Doesn't it?

optimal_parameters

##     beta    gamma    sigma 
## 1.20e+06 6.57e+05 2.00e-01

Oh.

So individuals are infectious for less than a minute! That doesn't seem right.

But why does our �t look so good? How does this happen?
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Fitting in disease models
We only have one data stream we're �tting to: daily incidence. Remember:

But , and so the incidence is related directly to .

Incidence is proportional to !

Incidence = Flow into I ∝ βI.

= γIdI
dt β/γ

R0
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Fitting in disease models
This is a very common thing in disease models. Unless you have detailed information on the number of
infected individuals (i.e. the prevalence), then we can pretty much only estimate .

Let's change our �tting function accordingly.

ssq_distance_R0 <- function(transformed_parameters, data, state, times, func, other_parameters) 
  # Untransform parameters:
  beta <- exp(transformed_parameters["R0"]) * other_parameters["gamma"]
  names(beta) <- "beta"

  parameters <- c(beta, other_parameters)
  out_ssq <- ode(
    y = state,
    times = as.numeric(difftime(times, times[1], units = "days")),
    func = func,
    parms = parameters
  ) %>%
    tidy_model(start_date = times[1])

  sum((data$cases - out_ssq$daily_incidence)^2)
}

R0
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Fitting in disease models
initial_transformed_parameters <- log(c("R0" = 2))
optimum_R0 <- optim(
  par = initial_transformed_parameters,
  fn = ssq_distance_R0,
  data = thai_first_wave,
  state = initial_state,
  times = solve_times,
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  other_parameters = c(parameters["gamma"], parameters["sigma"])
)

optimum_R0

## $par
##   R0 
## 1.49 
## 
## $value
## [1] 19656
## 
## $counts 36/51



Fitting in disease models
optimal_parameters_R0 <- c(exp(optimum_R0$par) * parameters["gamma"], parameters["gamma"], param
names(optimal_parameters_R0)[1] <- "beta"
optimal_solution <- ode(
  y = initial_state,
  times = as.numeric(difftime(solve_times, solve_times[1], units = "days")),
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  parms = optimal_parameters_R0
) %>%
  tidy_model(start_date = solve_times[1])

optimum_R0_plot <- ggplot() +
  geom_col(
    aes(x = date, y = cases),
    width = 1, fill = "skyblue", colour = "blue",
    data = thai_first_wave
  ) +
  geom_point(
    aes(x = date, y = daily_incidence),
    data = optimal_solution
  )
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Fitting in disease models
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Fitting in disease models
So that's �tting with sum of squares distance:

One issue with SSQ is that it is a measure of absolute distance. That means that if the data says 8 cases and
I predict 5, that has the same "distance" as the data saying 48004 cases and I predict 48001.

We interpret the latter case as much "closer". We could adjust the SSQ distance function to work on relative
distance, but there is an alternative...

d( , ) = ( − .x⃗ y⃗ ∑
i

xi yi)2
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Likelihood functions
🌶🌶🌶 SPICY MATHS ALERT 🌶🌶🌶



Likelihood functions
In plain language, the likelihood function describes how likely your observed data is, given your model and
parameters.

It is a different way of thinking to minimising a distance: we think of each data point as an observation,
around which there is uncertainty that can be represented by a distribution.

The likelihood is de�ned as the probability of data, given your parameters. Mathematically, we write that as:

where  is the vector of all data points and  is a vector containing model parameters.

We say that the "probability of observing our data" is the result of observing each point separately, i.e.

p( | )D⃗ θ ⃗ 

D⃗ θ ⃗ 

p( | ) = p( | ).D⃗ θ ⃗ ∏
i=1

N

Di θ ⃗ 
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Likelihood functions
Unfortunately, the likelihood with it's product tends to get either very big (if densities are > 1) or very small (if
densities are < 1), and is very di�cult to compute.

So, we usually use the log-likelihood:

All we have to do now is choose a distribution to use for our likelihood.

log p( | ) = log p( | ).D⃗ θ ⃗ ∑
i=1

N

Di θ ⃗ 
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Likelihood functions

43/51

Poisson Distribution Negative Binomial
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Likelihood functions
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Poisson Distribution Negative Binomial
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Likelihood functions
For now, let's choose the Poisson distribution. We might explore other choices later.

To write our likelihood function, we only have to change the end result from our SSQ function.
negative_log_likelihood <- function(transformed_parameters, data, state, times, func, other_parameters) {
  # Untransform parameters:
  beta <- exp(transformed_parameters["R0"]) * other_parameters["gamma"]
  names(beta) <- "beta"

  parameters <- c(beta, other_parameters)
  out_ode <- ode(
    y = state,
    times = as.numeric(difftime(times, times[1], units = "days")),
    func = func,
    parms = parameters
  ) %>%
    tidy_model(start_date = times[1])

  -sum(dpois(
    x = data$cases[-1],
    lambda = out_ode$daily_incidence[-1],
    log = TRUE
  ))
}
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Likelihood functions
Finding the optimal parameters is pretty much the same:

initial_transformed_parameters <- log(c("R0" = 2))
optimum_mle <- optim(
  par = initial_transformed_parameters,
  fn = negative_log_likelihood,
  data = thai_first_wave,
  state = initial_state,
  times = solve_times,
  func = COVID_uncontrolled,
  other_parameters = c(parameters["gamma"], parameters["sigma"])
)

optimum_mle

## $par
##   R0 
## 1.53 
## 
## $value
## [1] 152
##
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Likelihood functions
Let's not forget to backtransform:

exp(optimum_mle$par)

##   R0 
## 4.61

And plot:
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Side-by-side
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Calculating uncertainty
An added bonus of the likelihood is the ability to easily calculate con�dence intervals around the data, using
qpois (or equivalent for another distribution).

Note that this calculation depends heavily on your choice of likelihood function - for the Poisson we have
chosen, it means the variance is equal to the mean.

cis <- optimal_mle_solution %>%
  mutate(
    lower50 = qpois(p = 0.25, lambda = daily_incidence),
    upper50 = qpois(p = 0.75, lambda = daily_incidence),
    lower95 = qpois(p = 0.025, lambda = daily_incidence),
    upper95 = qpois(p = 0.975, lambda = daily_incidence)
  )

ci_plot <- ggplot() +
  geom_col(
    aes(x = date, y = cases),
    width = 1, fill = "skyblue", colour = "blue",
    data = thai_first_wave
  ) +
  geom_ribbon(

( d t i l 50 50)
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Con�dence intervals
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Recap
Today we have:

 Learnt how to write ordinary differential equations for disease models

 Solve those disease models in R

 Fit models using Sum of Squares �tting

 Cautioned against including too many correlated parameters as you'll get silly answers

 Likelihood functions (look forward to ETC5242)

 Calculate maximum likelihood estimates

 Calculate con�dence intervals using likelihoods

That's a lot. This has been a content-heavy lecture. You'll get some practice on these concepts in the tutorial
and �nal assignment.

Next week: Recap!
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